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-                    Fresh Meat.
-                    Fish.
-                    Poultry.
-                    Sausages and Cured Meats

-                    Bread.
-                    Sauces and Soups.
-                    Cooked Meats.
                  
-                    Boil in the Bag and Pasteurization

Applications

These films are perfect for packaging a wide variety of applications for low- and high-speed production, 
from cheese and meats to bakery items, pasta, pizza, and sandwiches.



CHARACTERISTICS&OPTIONS

Characteristics
- Exceptional optical clarity.
- High gloss finish.
- Lower form & seal temperatures.
- Improved draw depth properties.
- Excellent memory retention.
- Superior hot tack properties.
- Sealability through contaminates.- Sealability through contaminates.
- Pasteurisable upto 100°C.
- Structure not affected by moisture.
- Excellent puncture resistance.

Options
- Color tint.
- Peelable seal.
- Antifog coating.
- Corona treated for printing up to 10 colors

With either solution, the type of materials 
best for your application depends on your 
needs regarding oxygen barriers, moisture 
barriers, sealability, and flexibility. With 
our knowledge and creativity, GreenPak 
can take all these factors into consider-
ation to help you find the right forming or 
non-forming film fitted to your needs.non-forming film fitted to your needs.

 Perfect  Manufacture  



The films features a revolutionary multi-layer co-extrusion process with unique and innovative cooling 
properties allows the films to crystallize giving you perfect clarity.

With forming and non-forming films,we offer a clear solution for showcasing you product-so that it can 
capture a consumer’s eyes. Both forming films and non-forming films make it possible to openlydisplay 
a pack-age’s contents,in the arrangement you like best.

As a leading packaging resource,Greenpak offers forming and non-forming films to seal together and 
complete   your packages.   
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Made of technologically advanced resins 
Germany Reifenhauser 9 layer co-extrusion lines
Sandwiched EVOH barrier for better protection
Distinguished by excellent formability in deep draw applications Polymer
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Lower form & seal temperatures to improve production efficiency 

Wide sealing temperature range and stable average bond  strength

Superior hot tack properties. 
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The unique mechanical properties of GreenPak™ film allows for down gauging without losing any
reliability or protective properties required for your vacuum packing 

and MAP applications.

GreenPak FILM & FORM have been specially designed 
and engineered to perform on all thermoforming ma-
chines for the majority of applications.
And we precisely control the width with +/-1mm
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Pack carefully to prevent damage

Customized carton to maximize space utilization and reduce your cost

 Perfect for Perfect

Full traceability with Customized Label on each carton

BRAND NAME
Product  Name:

Specification:

Forming Web:

423mm*380m*150um

BATCH No.:

Quantity:

N.W:

Roll:

KG:

Production Date:

G.W:

2017/xx/xx:

KG:



Our services-jointly creating added value .We adhere to the idea of pursuing high-quality and try 
to keep long-term cooperation with customers. We will guide our customers to the right film and 
assist them to find cost-effective solutions.

“Thinking for customers”
Packaging counseling service 
Decide the proper packaging for your different products.
Offer information of vacuum packaging technology.
Customized packaging service
A distinctive packaging is an asset for your product to 
attract the consumer’s attention.
AA personalized packaging will enhance the visibility of 
your products.
Technical service
Technical service staff with much experience and various 
test equipment
Samples for free service
CustomizedCustomized free samples and test report for each 
customer.

 Perfect for Perfect



Jiangyin     China

sales@greenpak.com.cn
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